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Chairman                  04 January 2018 

Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission 

Securities Commission Bhaban 

E-6/C, Agargaon, 

Sher-e-Bangla Nagar Administrative Area 

Dhaka-1207, Bangladesh 

 

Dear Sir, 

Re: Response to Public Consultation on the Draft Corporate Governance Guidelines 

A. Introduction 

1. On 21 December 2017, the Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission 

(hereinafter the “BSEC”) published Draft Corporate Governance Guidelines 

(hereinafter “the Guidelines”) on their website for public consultation, applicable to 

all companies listed on stock exchanges in Bangladesh including banks, financial 

institutions and insurance companies. The Guidelines are a welcome update of the 

earlier Notification No. SEC/CMRRCD/2006-158/134/Admin/44 of 07 August 

2012, as they elaborate upon the existing guidelines (referred to hereinafter as 

“codes”) concerning the role and composition of the board of directors, senior 

management and the audit committee and introduce codes on, inter alia, other board 

committees, corporate social and environmental responsibility, financial and non-

financial reporting and the responsibilities of Stock Exchanges with respect to the 

corporate governance of listed companies.  

 

2. The proposed reform of Bangladesh’s corporate governance framework comes at an 

opportune moment given the concerns raised about the underperformance and 

misconduct of bank boards, which has contributed to the burgeoning of non-

performing loans. As of September 2017, non-performing loans comprise 10.67% of 

loans disbursed - or BDT 80, 307 crore in absolute terms. (Dhaka Tribune, 22 

November 2017) Analysts have attributed these default loans to nepotism, wrongful 

related party transactions and board interference in management decisions, among 

other factors (Dhaka Tribune, 26 November 2017; Dhaka Tribune, 17 December 

2017). The prevalence of financial crimes and unethical practices has eroded investor 

confidence (BIBM, 17 December 2017), undermining laudable initiatives of the 

Securities and Exchange Commission and Stock Exchanges to enhance the 

robustness of the securities market through digitalization, financial literacy drives and 

other ancillary services. Similar issues have arisen with respect to non-financial listed 

companies, particularly corporate groups. Good governance will be key in rebuilding 

investor trust.  

 

3. This update also complements the recently enacted Banking Companies 

(Amendment) Act 2017 and ongoing effort to pass a Companies Act that will succeed 

the Companies Act, 1994. In particular, given the concerns raised that the former 

will further concentrate directorial power in single families, extend board tenure and 

diminish the power of the Bangladesh Bank to oppose the appointment of a director, 

MD/CEO and Chairman  (The Daily Star, 27 November 2017; Dhaka Tribune, 08 

May 2017), the proposed Guidelines go some way towards allaying these 
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apprehensions by providing extensive qualification and experience requirements for 

the appointment of executive, non-executive and independent board directors.    

 

4. Corporate governance codes are also being revisited in jurisdictions with developed 

capital markets, such as the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, with both 

countries replacing earlier guidelines in 2016. The UK’s Financial Reporting Council 

is again revisiting the country’s Corporate Governance Code and it is likely to be 

substituted in the first quarter of 2018.  While learning from these developments is 

useful, the comments in Section B suggest that the Guidelines should be tailored to 

the realities of Bangladesh’s corporate sector, with its concentrated share ownership 

and family-dominated boards, rather than uncritically transplanting provisions from 

jurisdictions with dispersed shareholding patterns (Siddiqui, 12 May 2017). For 

instance, among the 30 banks listed on the Dhaka Stock Exchange, 

directors/sponsors have a greater shareholding in 16 banks than public, institutional, 

governmental and foreign shareholders. In two others, government and institutional 

investors respectively have greater shareholdings than directors/sponsors, foreign 

and public shareholders do. A similar pattern emerges among non-banking 

companies (Farooque et al, 2007:131). Thus, as the horizontal agency problem 

between majority and minority shareholders is more acute in Bangladesh than the 

vertical agency problem between shareholders and directors, the country’s corporate 

governance regime should ensure that the former is adequately addressed. Along with 

this pragmatic approach, the Guidelines should facilitate the strategic objectives of 

Bangladesh’s capital market (Bangladesh Capital Market Development Master Plan 

2012-2022) and economy in general, in terms of both overall growth and 

sustainability (Vision 2021; Sixth Five Year Plan Part 1: 61-62, Part 2: 69-70). In view 

of this, the recommendations for amendment of the Guidelines below are informed 

by examples of other developing countries that share similar corporate ownership 

patterns and are often bracketed in the same group of rapidly emerging economies: 

Thailand, Pakistan, Nigeria and the Philippines (PWC, 2017: 5; Goldman Sachs, 

2007; Thanatawee, 2013: 122; Abbas et al., 2013; Okafor et al., 2016; Pratyaksa et al., 

2015: 53).  

 

5. Given that the Guidelines opt for a rules-based system of corporate governance, with 

codes that have to be mandatorily complied with, the decision to open the Guidelines 

for public consultation is appreciated. (Chapter D on the Environment and Social 

Responsibilities Committee will have to be mandatorily complied with after a 

transition period ending on 31 December 2020. During the transition period, a 

‘comply or explain’ approach will be adopted.) The comments below, in response to 

this public consultation, mainly address the substance of the Guidelines, with only a 

few remarks as to the clarity of the codes/conditions. The comments are furnished 

in my personal capacity as a lawyer and academic researcher of corporate law and 

corporate governance. They do not reflect the views of my employer.  

B. Response to the Public Consultation 

B.1. General Comments 

6. The BSEC should insert a Preamble/Preface to the Guidelines setting out 

underlying principles of good corporate governance as well as the purpose for 

formulating and reforming Guidelines. These principles of good corporate 

governance should, inter alia, establish a culture of integrity, accountability, 
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transparency and ethical decision-making with a view towards long-term 

value creation. The UK Corporate Governance Code (April 2016) [“UK Code”], 

for instance, sets out the underlying principles of their corporate governance code as 

being: “accountability, transparency, probity and focus on the sustainable success of 

an entity over the longer term” (p. 1). In the following two pages of the UK Code, it 

goes on to explain the lessons learned from the implementation of earlier Codes, so 

as to justify new or updated provisions. A similar approach is taken in Nigeria’s 

National Code of Corporate Governance 2016 [Nigerian Code] (pp. 4-5), the 

Philippines Code of Corporate Governance for Publicly-Listed Companies 2016 

[Philippines’ Code] (pp. 4-6) and Thailand’s Principles of Good Corporate 

Governance for Listed Companies 2012 [Thailand Code] (pp. 52-53). Such a 

Preamble/Preface would also be useful in Bangladesh to rationalize compulsory 

codes on, for instance, board diversity (see Codes 1.1(i)-1.1. (iii), (vii) and 6.4(2) of 

the Guidelines). It would explain that ensuring board diversity is required to 

discourage ‘groupthink’ on boards and is not simply a box-ticking exercise. It would 

also provide guidance for the board of directors of listed companies in drafting codes 

of conduct for board members and senior management, so as to prevent substantial 

divergences in the content of said codes of conduct between companies (Code 1.4 

of the Guidelines).  

 

7. The BSEC should insert general corporate governance principles at the 

beginning of each Chapter of the Guidelines. These principles would 

complement the Preamble/Preface to the Guidelines by providing direction as to 

what corporate governance objectives each Chapter is seeking to achieve. Such an 

approach is taken in the Philippines’ Code and the UK Code.  

 

8. With respect to the codes provided in Chapter D of the Guidelines, BSEC should 

provide guidance as to how investee companies should draft explanations in 

lieu of compliance and how shareholders (including their intermediaries and 

agents) should interpret these explanations. Guidance on drafting and 

interpreting ‘comply or explain’ provisions are included, inter alia, in UK Code pp. 4-

5.  

 

9. Bangladesh enacted a law to protect whistleblowers through the Disclosure of Public 

Interest Information (Protection) Act of 2011. However, the definition of ‘officer’, 

‘public interest information’ and ‘agency’ in sections 2(2), 2(4) and 2(8) of the Act 

indicate that this Act is targeted at public bodies and non-governmental organizations 

rather than private companies. Nonetheless, some listed companies have voluntarily 

adopted corporate whistleblowing policies. While the Guidelines allude to the 

disclosure of a whistle blowing policy (Code 10.12(2)(f) of the Guidelines), it does 

not provide suggestions as to the content of said policy. This is a critical omission 

given that whistle blowing can have an important role in bringing irregularities and 

improprieties to light. The BSEC should require listed companies to have 

whistleblowing policies and set out minimum requirements for said policy 

and whistle-blowing mechanisms. These can include secure and confidential e-

mail and hotline services or a dedicated ombudsman (see Nigerian Code, Code 18; 

Philippines’ Code, Recommendation 15.3 and Explanation, Thailand Code, Section 

3.1.2.). This would also be in line with the protection of stakeholder interests, as 

countenanced in Code 10.11 of the Guidelines.  
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B.2. Comments on Chapter A – Board of Directors and Its Composition 

10. Code 1.1(ix) and Code 1.1(x) of the Guidelines should be merged and amended 

as follows for the sake of clarity:  

 

“(ix) all members of the board of directors shall be literate and shall have core 

competencies considered relevant in the context of each company with minimum 5 

(five) years experiences in the relevant field. In addition, executive directors shall at 

least have a bachelor degree as required under Code 1.1(viii) and independent 

director(s) shall have to fulfill the criteria of eligibility, qualification and experience 

as required under Code 1.2 and 1.3. of the Guidelines. 

 

Explanation: “Literate” shall be defined as being able to read, understand, interpret, 

communicate and compute in verbal and written forms in varying contexts. It 

involves a continuum of learning that enables individuals to develop their potentials 

and knowledge base and to participate fully in community affairs and wider social 

and development context. [This definition has been adopted by the Government of 

Bangladesh’s Non-Formal Education (NFE) Policy 2006, p. 3] 

 

11. While the appointment of independent directors is widely viewed as an appropriate 

governance mechanism for mitigating the opportunism of controlling shareholders 

and protecting the interests of minority/public shareholders, it is only effective if 

they are truly autonomous from controlling shareholders and the board of directors. 

Codes 1.2 and 1.3 of the Guidelines bolsters the independence of independent 

directors, compared to the earlier provisions on independent directors in the 2012 

Notification, by defining independence more restrictively and inserting greater 

qualification and experience requirements. Furthermore, independent directors can 

only be appointed from a list maintained by a Stock Exchange and they must 

subsequently receive clearance from the BSEC (Codes 1.2(iii) and 12.6 of the 

Guidelines). However, as there are no codes relating to the board’s appointment 

process of independent directors, leaving this to the discretion of individual 

companies (Code 10.12(d) of the Guidelines), controlling shareholders could have a 

decisive say in their appointment if shareholder-appointed directors form the 

majority of the board. There are also no provisions requiring independent directors 

to interact with minority shareholders (Nigerian Code, Code 20). Thus, while being 

formally independent, concerns may be raised that independent directors will be 

indirectly incentivized to favor the interests of controlling shareholders. Including 

a provision for a ‘senior’ independent director to liaise with (majority and 

minority) shareholders if they have concerns (UK Code, A.4.1.; Nigerian Code, 

Code 5.8) or conferring the right to minority shareholders to elect a class of 

‘enhanced-independence’ directors or to veto the appointment of independent 

directors could ameliorate this risk (Bebchuk & Hamdani, 2017: 1274-1275).   

 

12. Code 1.2(i) of the Guidelines sets the minimum quota of independent directors. 

However, there is a discrepancy between the minimum quota for banking and non-

banking companies. In effect, the requirements for banking companies are less 

stringent. If a non-banking company has 20 directors, they will have to appoint at 

least 4 independent directors, but if a banking company has 20 directors, they are 

only obliged to appoint 3 independent directors. Given the endemic problems with 

bank governance, briefly described in paragraphs 2-4, it would be desirable for 
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banking companies to have the same appointment requirements as non-

banking companies. In the alternative, if this is not feasible, banking 

companies should be required to have at least 4 independent directors if they 

have 20 directors and at least 3 independent directors if they have less than 20 

directors.   

 

13. Code 1.2(ii)(g) of the Guidelines sets out exclusionary criteria for independent 

directors based on family relationships. This code defines who can be deemed to be 

a family member or extended family member. To ensure clarity and consistency 

in interpretation, ‘cousin’ should be more explicitly defined. It can be detailed 

by degree and removal, as intended by the BSEC. For example, ‘cousin of the 

first degree’ could be substituted in this Code.  

 

14. Code 1.2(ii)(l) of the Guidelines establishes that an independent director should not 

be a shareholder, director or officer of an intermediary of the capital or securities 

market but omits the exception provided for the subsidiaries of banks, non-banking 

financial institutions and insurance companies. This exception is mentioned in the 

Check List for the Appointment of an Independent Director (p. 52 of the Guidelines) 

but not in the relevant Code or in the Declaration confirming compliance with the 

independency criteria (p. 58 of the Guidelines). Code 1.2(ii)(l) of the Guidelines 

should be amended to include this exception.  

 

15. The Code detailing the necessary qualifications and experience of independent 

directors (Code 1.3 of the Guidelines) is commendable as a whole, however its 

provisions as to diversity could be improved. Code 1.3(c) of the Guidelines impose 

a minimum experience requirement of 12 years on independent directors, in addition 

to specific professional requirements. This would reduce the scope of young (25-40 

years) independent directors from being appointed, when complying with Code 

1.1(iii), and instead privilege young executive and non-executive directors. Given the 

prevalence of family-dominated corporate groups in Bangladesh, it is likely that the 

quota for young directors will be filled by family members of controlling shareholders 

or directors/sponsors, as is common at present. This can potentially defeat the 

purpose behind installing a young director – imbuing a fresh voice in the board who 

is particularly attuned to technology-driven economic change (Australian Institute of 

Company Directors, 2013). This purpose could be better served by appointing 

young, independent directors. Therefore, Code 1.3(c) should be amended to 

explicitly permit such an exception, without having to seek the prior approval 

of the Commission (Code 1.3(d) of the Guidelines.  

 

16. Code 1.4 of the Guidelines ensures that new directors complete an orientation 

program upon appointment. This should be supplemented with a requirement 

with a requirement to continuously update the skills and knowledge for which 

they were appointed. (See UK Code, B.4.2., Philippines Code, Recommendation 

3.3 and its Explanation at paragraph (d), Nigerian Code, 10.1-10.3, Thailand Code, 

Section 5.7)  

 

17. While it is becoming increasingly common for corporate governance guidelines to 

recommend or encourage the role of Chairman and CEO to be carried out by 

separate individuals (OECD, 2017: 97), there continues to be considerable 

divergence in requirements for the Chairman to be independent. It is recommended 
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explicitly in UK Code, A.3.1.; Thailand Code, Section 5.1.7. The Philippines Code 

does not require independence but provides a ‘safety valve’ against abuses of power 

in the event that the Chairman is not independent (Philippines Code, 

Recommendation 5.5 and Explanation). In contrast, the Nigerian Code and Pakistan 

Code of Corporate Governance 2012 [Pakistani Code] only provide that the 

Chairman should be a non-executive director (Nigerian Code, Code 6.1.3; Pakistani 

Code, Clause vi). The Guidelines follow the latter approach (Code 1.5(iii) of the 

Guidelines), but it would be preferable that the Chairman of the board of 

directors is independent as per Codes 1.2 and 1.3. For the Chairman to fulfill 

their role effectively, they should be subject to the stringent experience and 

qualification requirements of these provisions, which far-exceed those imposed on 

non-executive directors.   

 

18. The BSEC should insert a provision for Managing Directors/CEOs not 

continuing on to be the Chairman of the same company, except under 

exceptional circumstances. Even in such instances, there should be a lengthy 

cooling off period between appointments and both majority and minority 

shareholders should be consulted. (See Nigerian Code, Code 6.1.4, UK Code, A.3.1)  

 

19. The BSEC should insert a provision requiring directors who resign from their 

post in a listed company to provide written reasons for doing so. This may be 

disclosed to BSEC (Nigerian Code, Code 6.7.11) or circulated among the board of 

directors (UK Code, A.4.3) 

 

20. Code 1.6 of the Guidelines introduces 36 disclosure requirements for the Directors’ 

Report. Several of these provisions necessitate detailed explanations or discussions. 

The BSEC should clarify that these explanations and discussions should 

include, where possible, an assessment of the extent to which the 

recommended underlying principles of good corporate governance are met 

(see paragraphs 6-7 above). This will help contextualize the disclosures and assist 

shareholders in decision-making during AGMs and EGMs. Furthermore, Code 

1.6(xi) should clarify that a remuneration statement should include disclosure of the 

payments made by subsidiaries, if a director also serves on the board of a subsidiary 

company (Thailand Code, Section 4.1.7) 

B.3. Comments on Chapter B – Composition of Senior Management 

21. Code 3.1(v) of the Guidelines should be amended to read for the sake of clarity: 

“The MD/CEO, CS, CFO, HIAC & HICT shall not be removed from their position, 

without approval of the Board of Directors, and immediate dissemination of notice 

of said removal to the shareholders as material information.”  

B.4. Comments on Chapter C- Board and Other Committees  

22. Code 5.4 of the Guidelines lays out 16 responsibilities of the Audit Committee. While 

this sub-committee is responsible for overseeing the financial reporting process, it 

should be clarified that the committee should have a confidential mechanism 

in place for staff of the company to raise concerns about potential impropriety 

in financial reporting (UK Code, C.3.5.) This should go beyond a general whistle-

blowing policy, if any (see Code 10.12 of the Guidelines).  
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23. Code 6.1(1)-(2) of the Guidelines states that the Nomination and Risk Committee 

[NRC] should be composed of three or more non-executive directors, with a 

minimum of one member being an independent director. The Guidelines encourage 

a majority of the non-executive directors to be independent. As the NRC is tasked 

with formulating a company’s remuneration policy (Code 6.4(1)), a conflict of 

interest may arise if they have to set their own remuneration. A separate 

code/condition should be inserted that ensures that directors are not involved 

in deciding their own remuneration. This could be by requiring that the 

remuneration of non-executive directors are determined by the board of 

directors as a body or the shareholders as a body (see UK Code, D.2.3, Pakistan 

Code, Clause xvii(a), Thailand Code, Section 5.2.1.). The NRC could provide 

recommendations to the board of directors as to the remuneration of non-executive 

directors (see Nigerian Code, 8.13.4(c)). 

 

24. Code 6.4(1)(a)-(c) of the Guidelines provides guidance to the NRC in formulating a 

remuneration policy but this could be enhanced by providing more detail on the 

content of said policy. It should, for instance, contain more explicit benchmarks 

for evaluating the performance of directors, particularly the Managing 

Director/CEO (Nigerian Code, Code 15, Thailand Code, section 5.6.3.) and 

contain termination and retirement provisions (see Philippines Code, 

Recommendation 8.4, Nigerian Code, 8.13.4(d), UK Code, D.1.4.). These 

performance benchmarks should be disclosed in the annual report (UK Code, 

B.6.1.) and should be actively used in re-appointment decisions.  

 

25. Code 6.4(2) should clarify that all policies on board diversity should involve 

considering the inclusion of person(s) with disabilities on the board of 

directors, along with gender, youth and minority directors. The diversity policy 

would thereby further the active participation of persons with disability in economic 

life, as countenanced in the Persons with Disabilities Rights and Protection Act, 

2013.      

 

26. A listed company should not only ensure succession planning for its senior 

management, but also its directors, so as to ensure a smooth transition of leadership 

and to prevent overreliance on certain individuals. While the succession planning of 

key executives and senior leadership is countenanced in Codes 1.4(ii)(c) and 8.2(2)(i), 

the NRC should be responsible for developing such a policy for directors, 

including non-executive directors, which should be disclosed in the annual 

report once complete (Nigerian Code, Code 8.12.4(f); Philippines’ Code, 

Recommendations 2.4 and 3.3 and Explanations, UK Code, B.2.).    

 

27. The Chairperson of the Board should not be a Chairperson on sub-committees. Code 

5.1(iv) of the Guidelines ensures this with respect to the Audit Committee but the 

same should apply for the NRC, Risk Management Committee and the Environment 

and Social Responsibility Committee. Codes/conditions to this effect should be 

inserted to clarify this. 

 

28. Code 7.2(1)(f) should be amended as follows for the sake of clarity:  

 

“(f) to ensure that a systematic, documented assessment of the processes and 

outcomes surrounding key risks is undertaken at least annually. This assessment 
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should as a minimum cover risks affecting the income streams of the company, cyber 

security risks, critical dependence risks, sustainability, and the legitimate interests and 

expectations of shareholders. A framework and process to anticipate unpredictable 

risks to the business should also be implemented.”  

 

29. Code 7.3(2) should be amended to read: “Activities & Composition of the Risk 

Management Committee”.  

 

30. Code 7.3(3)(d)(i)(y) should be amended to read: “History of non-operation, if 

any, and short operational history of the issuer, including details about the adequacy 

of the background and experience of the sponsors.”   

B.5. Comments on Chapter D – Environment and Social Responsibilities Committee (ESRC) 

31. Chapter D contains extensive provisions on corporate social responsibility, going 

even further than India’s Companies Act, 2013 by mandating all listed companies to 

form a CSR committee. While this Chapter is subject to a transition period till 31 

December 2020, during which time a comply or explain approach will be 

implemented, following that date the Codes of this Chapter will have to be complied 

with. The provisions include the formation of a ESRC Committee, the formulation 

of policies on Corporate Social Responsibility and Responsibilities for 

Environmental Issues, the creation of a CSR fund and disclosure of said policies and 

expenditures. Corporate Social and Economic Responsibility has received 

considerable attention from both banking and non-banking companies in recent 

times but the inclusion of Chapter D reflects a heartening paradigm shift in 

Bangladesh’s corporate governance landscape. It represents a hardening of 

previously voluntary, ‘soft law’ norms – now corporations must show responsibility 

for their societal and environmental impact. Nonetheless, there is room for 

improvement with respect to certain codes/conditions. 

 

32. Code 9(2) of the Guidelines essentially transplants the composition criteria of section 

135 of India’s Companies Act, 2013 by requiring that the ESRC be formed of at least 

three least non-executive directors, with at least one director being independent. 

However, a more progressive composition would be to include a stakeholders’ 

representative in the ESRC (Ayuso and Argandoña, 2007: 8ff; Kassinis and Vafeas, 

2002: 401) as their interests may be better aligned with the interests of the wider 

community. The individual(s) could be a representative from the body of workers 

and employees, from a relevant consumers’ association, and/or from another group 

of salient stakeholders, such as a local community (Mannan et al, 2017). Such 

representatives may provide invaluable insight for designing effective REI and CSR 

policies. While the appointment of employee, borrower, government and other 

stakeholder directors has occurred in state-owned enterprises and statutory public 

authorities, it is a fairly alien concept for Bangladesh’s private sector. Nonetheless, it 

is an option that can be explored given that board-level employee representation has 

been a common feature in several Continental European countries for decades, in 

jurisdictions with both two-tier (Germany) and one-tier (Sweden) boards. The 

benefits of such stakeholder representation is also gaining traction in the UK 

(McGaughey, 2017; CMS, 2016) and comprises part of the Proposed Revisions to 

the UK Corporate Governance Code, December 2017 (Section 1, Provision 3).  
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33. Code 9(7)(ii) of the Guidelines authorizes only four limited uses of a CSR fund. It is 

apparent that this Code was influenced by public concern regarding the 

misappropriation of CSR funds or its use to receive large tax exemptions (Dhaka 

Tribune, 10 August 2017). However, as currently framed, the Code contradicts the 

Indicative Guidelines for CSR Expenditure Allocation and End Use Oversight, 

issued by the Bangladesh Bank on 22 December 2014, which is applicable to all 

scheduled banks and financial institutions. For instance, while the Bangladesh Bank 

encourages CSR expenditure on “promoting artistic, cultural, literary, sports and 

recreational facilities for the underprivileged” (clause 3(iii)), this is not permitted 

under Code 9(7)(ii) of the Guidelines. In view of this, the Code should be amended 

to permit the funding of additional CSR activities with the clearance of the 

relevant regulator and disclosure of said activities in the annual report and 

corporate website. To counteract excessive spending on CSR initiatives, a cap 

on CSR expenditure relative to net profit should be set for all companies, as it 

has been for banks and financial institutions.   

B.6. Comments on Chapter E – Financial Reporting and Disclosures 

34. Code 10.10 of the Guidelines sets out the procedure for running Annual General 

Meetings and Extraordinary General Meetings. While the Code seeks to ensure the 

transparency of the proceedings, it addresses the engagement of (minority) 

shareholders insufficiently. For instance, while Code 10.10(2) requires notices of 

AGMs to be sent to the relevant Exchange and shareholders at least 14 days in 

advance, it does not encourage shareholders to send questions in advance of 

meetings (see, in contrast, Thai Corporate Governance Code, Section 1.1.4). It does 

not ensure that shareholders, particularly minority shareholders, will be able to fully 

and freely contribute to these meetings (Nigerian Code, Code 21.4, Thailand Code, 

Section 2.2.) and contains inadequate provisions for the voting procedures in these 

meetings (see, in contrast, Thailand Code, Section 1.2). BSEC should insert 

provisions to rectify these omissions.  

 

35. Code 10.14 of the Guidelines should clarify that price sensitive information 

will be published on the issuer company’s official website, alongside circulation 

through daily newspapers.  

The above comments, while welcoming the revision of Bangladesh’s corporate governance 

guidelines, touches upon some provisions that may merit revisiting. I conclude my 

observations with the hope that the present and successive reforms will contribute to a 

healthier capital market in Bangladesh, which will prioritize long-term value creation over 

parochial interests and be of benefit to both shareholders and salient stakeholders of listed 

companies.   

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

Morshed Mannan, Barrister-at-Law, LLM (Adv.) 

PhD Candidate, Company Law Department, 

Leiden University, the Netherlands.  

Contact: m.mannan@law.leidenuniv.nl  
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